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I enjoy learning to closely track the stock market and
1. What are you enjoying the most
about the Virtual Stock Market Game? actively trading stocks for virtual pro t.

2. Please list 2-3 key strategies used
in the game, and how you anticipate
applying them to real life experiences
in the future.

1. My rst key strategy is to ensure that I invest all of my
virtual money when buying or selling stocks. In order to
maximize the return available in the market, I think it is
important to invest all of the virtual money. I was able to
discover many lessons with to the trial and error process
without having the risk of losing actual money. This will
bene t me in the future as I am learning the correct
techniques that I will utilize to successfully invest in stocks
in the future.
2. My second key strategy is to invest in stocks that are
highly likely to increase or decrease. When a company is
mentioned as a takeover target. it may see major swings in
its price. Sometimes, buying these stocks can be risky but
taking risks are important in life. As I continue to take risks
and learn from my mistakes and accomplishments, it will
develop my mind to learn and predict when the right time to
make such investments in the future is. Many situations will
arise where I will need to make important and risky
decisions; learning from this experience will aid in that
decision-making.

3. Is there any feature of the game
that you nd confusing? If so, please
provide speci c examples.

No, once I understood all the stock market terms and how
they operated, I had little di culty in operating the game.

4. What is the most valuable thing you The most valuable lesson I learnt was the volatility of the
market. The stock market is definitely dangerous and has
learned (knowledge or skills)?
its risks of landing you in a recession. My key skill is
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usually to buy low and sell high. Sometimes, I obtain losses
whereas other times I experience gains therefore, the trading
process is a learning curve and is always susceptible to
change. The investments can be insane but also incredibly
exciting

5. Overall, how can we improve this
training?

I think that the tutorial video could have been more
descriptive. I know that for me, prior to this, I had absolutely
no knowledge or exposure of how the stock market worked.
I had to do a lot of additional research to understand how to
navigate my way through the game.

6. Testimonial

This was my rst experience participating in a stock market
competition and I must admit, I am extremely happy that I
was given the opportunity to participate. I will forever be
grateful for the experience and knowledge that I have
attained thus far.

Parent: 1 minute video testimonial
about the game and impact it has on
your child

zip

wizdom crm parent testimonial.zip

WizdomCRM Family would like to thank you
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